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Chapter 571 Li Shaoqun’s Call 

 

Feng Qing said shyly, “I’m not shy.” 

 

Xie Jiuhan acknowledged and said, “Why are you blushing if you’re not shy?” 

 

Feng Qing quibbled, “I’m embarrassed for 

 

you.” 

 

Xie Jiuhan revealed a naughty smile. “You’re embarrassed for me? Your fans praised me for 

having nimble fingers, so you’re embarrassed? Or… did my fingers remind you of something, so you feel 

shy?” Feng Qing: “…” Feng Qing could no longer control her expression after seeing the man raise his 

naughty fingers. She instantly turned as red as a ripe apple. Her face was flushed red and she looked like 

a frightened rabbit. 

 

Unable to stand the man’s naughty expression anymore, Feng Qing ran to the coffee table with 

a plate of pears. Her intelligence told her to stay away from this dangerous man, or else she, the little 

rabbit, would be eaten at any moment. 

 

Suddenly, her phone vibrated. A voice call invitation popped up on the screen. Feng Qing took a 

look and realized that it was Li Shaoqun. Her fingers gently slid across the screen to answer the call. 

 

ro 

 



“Qingqing, aren’t you too unprofessional? You actually left your livestream without greeting me. 

By the way, I didn’t disturb you when I called, right?” Li Shaoqun’s voice sounded. 

 

She had to admit that not only was Li Shaoqun good at singing, but his voice was also very 

pleasant to the ears. He was indeed one of the top singers in Xia country’s music industry. His voice was 

gifted by the heavens. 

 

“No, you’re not. You and Li Shaofeng are brothers, which means you’re my friend. You don’t 

have to be so polite in the future,” Feng Qing replied with a smile. 

 

Li Shaofeng was also Mr. Qing Er of A Dark Organization. Back then, she was the one who 

introduced Qing Er to the organization because she thought highly of his ever-changing disguise 

technique. The truth had proven that her taste was not bad. Ever since Mr. Qing Er joined, A Dark 

Organization had a qualitative improvement in protecting its members’ true appearance and disguise. 

Moreover, Mr. Qing Er had always been quietly protecting her and was especially obedient to her. There 

were many times where she was able to escape danger thanks to Mr. Qing Er’s help. Therefore, no 

matter what her impression of Li Shaoqun was, from Li Shaofeng’s perspective, she had to treat Li 

Shaoqun as a friend. 

 

When Li Shaoqun heard her say this, he was naturally very happy on the other end of the phone. 

“I heard that Shaofeng has been playing in Bali, Country F recently. You should be there too, remember 

to watch that brat for me. Don’t let him fool around outside.” 

 

For some reason, Feng Qing had the feeling that Li Shaoqun knew that Li Shaofeng was a 

member of A Dark Organization when she heard Li Shaoqun’s words. Moreover, this feeling was very 

strong. 

 

She resisted the urge to ask Li Shaoqun after thinking for a while. Although she believed in her 

sixth sense, it was not good to ask rashly unless the other party made things clear first. Moreover, she 

had never heard Li Shaofeng tell Li Shaoqun about this. 

 

“Oh, don’t worry. We’re all very good. He’s been very obedient recently. Other than buying 

things, he’s eating delicious food. He didn’t cause any trouble outside,” Feng Qing replied. 



 

She had completely lost her shame when she said this. What did she mean by being very 

obedient recently? What did she mean by not causing trouble outside? She and Qing Er had clearly just 

blown up the Capra Hotel. 

 

After saying that, Li Shaoqun got to the point. “Qingqing, if I may ask, when are you planning to 

return? I’ll be honest. I need you to free up a schedule for me.” 

 

Hearing this, Feng Qing raised her eyebrows. “I can free up my schedule, but it depends on how 

much you pay for my appearance?” Li Shaoqun was amused. “Since when did the madam of the Xie 

family lack money? Or did the Ninth Master not give you money to spend?” 

 

Feng Qing’s eyes curled into crescents as she smiled. “Even the madam of the Xie family won’t 

complain that she has too much money, right?” 

 

Li Shaoqun stopped laughing. “How about this? 500 million for the Siren Goddess to sing a 

theme song for a big IP movie. Are you interested?” 

 

Feng Qing’s eyes lit up when she heard that a song would earn 500 million. “What movie?” 

 

Li Shaoqun said, “Have you heard of the famous director, Han Jintian? He recently directed a 

movie that everyone is looking forward to, ‘Heavenly State in the Clouds’.” 

 

Feng Qing frowned and said, “Han Jintian? I think I’ve seen this name in a magazine. Is he the 

director who’s publicly known to have the worst temper in the entertainment industry?” 

 

Li Shaoqun smiled bitterly. “Let’s not talk about his temper first. At the very least, every movie 

he directed has monopolized the box office. Moreover, he’s only 23 years old this year, but his personal 

box office has already exceeded ten billion. He can be considered to be the youngest director in Xia 

country’s movie history to break ten billion.” 


